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RECOMMENDED 
PHOTOGRAPHERS 



Nathaniel Lim  
I love doing food photography and 

videography for brands as well! 

Nathaniel Lim Studio is a small production company based in 
Singapore specialising in professional high quality videography and 
professional photography targeted to gain more engagement for your 
audience

Photography - S$ 240 / hours, min of 2 hours 
Videography - S$300 / hour min 2 hours  
Includes between 150 - 200 soft copy edited photos  
Option for both photography and videography is available as well 

Nathaniel Lim 
Studio 

Nat specialises in Portraiture style wedding photography, with elegant and soft 
colours, shot mostly in 35mm.





Vince Siow  
I love to travel  

(and can’t wait to travel again!) 

Emotional, Simple, Refreshing, Heartwarming Style 
photography, Vince Siow Photography prides themselves in 
capturing fleeting moments of expressions and emotions in the 
moment 

Photography - S$ 350 / hours, min of 2 hours  
Includes between 150 - 200 soft copy edited photos 

Vince Siow 
photography 

Vince specialises in Portrait, Family, and Wedding photography





Raymond Phang 
Photography

Raymond Phang 
I love spending time with family, 
movies, hanging out with friends 

and good steak! 

Formed by a team of dedicated and creative individuals, Raymond 
Phang Photography prides itself in experimenting with different forms 
of photography. They welcome challenging sets and destinations, all the 
while capturing key moments, creating individual pieces of artwork 

Raymond specialises in All forms of Wedding Photography, and has also been named 
as the World’s Top 30 Wedding Photographers by Signature Weddings. 

Photography - S$ 250 / hours, min of 2 hours  
All good photos returned with editing





Raymond Phang 
Photography

Su Lin 
My hobbies are aquarium keeping 

and gaming! I enjoy cooking as well 
when I can 

Formed by a team of dedicated and creative individuals, Raymond 
Phang Photography prides itself in experimenting with different forms 
of photography. They welcome challenging sets and destinations, all the 
while capturing key moments, creating individual pieces of artwork 

Su Lim specialises in Pre-Wedding Shoots, Themed Wedding Photography, and 
Wedding photography

Photography - S$ 250 / hours, min of 2 hours  
All good photos returned with editing





A SHIP IS SAFE IN HARBOUR, BUT  

THAT’S NOT WHAT SHIPS ARE BUILT FOR.“
”
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